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Know How To Be a PS3 game tester

Wouldn't it be nice to actually be paid to do something we love to do? You can really discover what you can
do with your PlayStation. If you are a game tester, then you are given new games before the public sees
them and get paid for playing game

May 27, 2010 - PRLog -- Wouldn't it be nice to actually be paid to do something we love to do? You can
really discover what you can do with your PlayStation. If you are a game tester, then you are given new
games before the public sees them and get paid for playing them and sharing your thoughts on it along with
any issues you encounter.

Visit
(http://www.myvideogames123.com/Gamer-Testing-Ground-Review-How-Become-Game-Tester_29.html?
tLP=GT) for more information on How To Be a PS3 game tester.

PS3 game testers are in demand by Sony Corporation! Each month Sony releases a bunch of new titles
which means that they are looking for game testers all the time. Want to get a game tester job? Start by
becoming a PS3 game tester.

Why are outsiders chosen by gaming companies to test their products?

Many games that have not been released yet have to be tested to get the bugs out. That is where the game
tester comes in. No company wants a huge amount of refunds to occur because their products have too
many defects.

You might be wondering why developers are not hired to do this job. Testing these games takes a lot of
hours which programmers do not have time to do as they are busy making adjustments and creating games.

What kind of income can a game tester make from Sony for the PS2 and PS3?

Good money can be made. Starting out you can look at making up to nine bucks an hour with the earning
potential with experience as high as twenty bucks an hour or more.

Where can you find these PS3 video game tester jobs?

Are they located on the website of Sony? Do newspaper have them in the classified ads? No way.
Membership websites are the only way to find these job postings unless you know someone on the inside at
Sony to help you out.

If you are really interested in becoming a game tester, than you should really check out gamer testing
ground which has a ton of information. You can find a job listing from 50 gaming companies that Gamer
Testing Ground updates consistently. Gamer Testing Ground is managed by a gamer who has successfully
worked for many gaming companies.

In addition to the list, you will be guided through the process of applying for the jobs.

Having a good resume helps you get the job. What do you think the company is the most interested in? Are
they looking at who you have worked for in the past seven years or how much schooling you have?
Absolutely not! Gamer Testing Ground has the answer for you.
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You can achieve your dreams and get money for doing it. Your next step then to achieve the dream is to
choose the career path of a PS3 video game tester!

Want to be a video game tester? Then see what Game Testing Ground can do for you to help you on your
road to earning up to $150 in one day. For more information check out the Game Testing Ground Review(
http://www.zimbio.com/Video+Game+Testing+And+Design/artic...)...
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